
Xenia Benivolski

You CanÕt Trust

Music

Hear us, you who are no more than leaves

always falling, you mortals benighted by

nature,

You enfeebled and powerless creatures of

earth always haunting a world of mere

shadows,

Entities without wings, insubstantial as

dreams, you ephemeral things, you human

beings:

Turn your minds to our words, our ethereal

words, for the words of the birds last

forever!

Ð Aristophanes, The Birds

1

1. The Preserving Machine

Set in mid-1950s Europe, Philip K. DickÕs fable

ÒThe Preserving MachineÓ describes the pursuits

of a scientist named Doc Labyrinth. In the

aftermath of the two world wars, Labyrinth is

contemplating the possibility of a human-made

disaster that could wipe out civilization. While

working in his lab, he ponders the possible loss

of classical European music should the

apocalypse occur. Inspired by a vision of a

resilient beetle crawling out of the rubble, he

decides to create a Òpreserving machineÓ that

could encapsulate classical compositions in the

bodies of animals. If the beetle is the only thing

to rise from the ashes, he thinks, let it carry the

worldÕs greatest symphonies.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊLabyrinth successfully creates the

preserving machine. He feeds musical score

sheets into the machine, and each produces a

different animal: ÒMozart emerges in the body of

a small bird, Beethoven comes out as a beetle,

Schubert is a sheep and so on.Ó The doctor

creates several animals, each one unique, each

embodying a composerÕs work, and releases

them into a forested grove behind his lab. The

hope is that when the animals are someday fed

back into the machine they will release the music

they have preserved in their bodies. However,

sometime later, he finds that the animals in the

forest have died, mutated, or become feral. ÒHe

had forgotten the lesson of the Garden of Eden:

that once a thing has been fashioned it begins to

exist on its own, and thus ceases to be the

property of its creator to mold and direct as he

wishes É he had ensured their survival, but

erased their meaning.Ó Finally, he captures a

beetle and feeds it back into the preserving

machine, expecting to hear Bach. Instead, the

sound that emerges is wild and hideous.

2

DickÕs fable is one of morality: nature will not

submit to human will. Faced with the violence of
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Dora Budor,ÊThe Preserving Machine, 2018-19.ÊInstallation detail from the exhibition,ÊI am Gong,Ê2019, Kunsthalle Basel, Switzerland. Photo: Philipp H�nger /

Kunsthalle Basel. 
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Peter Fend, Birds Reign Ð

Amazon to the South, 2020.

Pencil and colored pencil on

paper. 60.96 × 45.72 cm /

24 × 18.ÊCourtesy the artist

and Galerie Barbara Weiss,

Berlin. 

war, Labyrinth comforts himself with European

symbols of civility and resilience, despite the

fact that the Second World War was clearly

driven by racial cleansing. Besides the loss of

music, he fantasizes about the destruction of

museums: the institutions that affirm Europe as

the pinnacle of advanced civilization. Following

his failed experiment he remarks, ÒPerhaps

nothing can be done, then, to save those

manners and morals,Ó as if unaware, or unwilling

to consider, that most of the artifacts in

museums are violent acquisitions from other

lands.

3

 The satirical story has many such aspects

that reek of white supremacy: the binary

reflection between ÒmanneredÓ and Òwild,Ó the

nod to biological purism, and the idea that for

culture to survive we must prevent mixing or

intermingling. In his desire to keep things as they

are, Labyrinth overlooks the obvious: that things

need to change, evolve, and adapt in order to

survive. His vision of exceptionalism, consistent

with European values at the time, shows that

purity and selective breeding leads to death,

disease, and stagnation. In the story, the

machine itself does no preserving whatsoever:

the animal stores the music Ð and then

transforms it. But animals cannot be expected to

preserve information perfectly; they are not

machines. Or are they?

Artist Dora BudorÕs The Preserving Machine

(2018Ðpresent) is an art installation based on

DickÕs short story. In BudorÕs version, the

machine is a robotic flying apparatus made to

look like a bird. Its flight pattern is designed in

accordance with a musical score that the viewer

canÕt hear; its movements are programmed in

biomimetic patterns that correspond to a site-

specific sound composition. Her bird seemingly

adapts to different scenarios: At the 2018 Baltic

Triennial in Vilnius, Lithuania, organized around

the theme ÒGive up the Ghost,Ó the bird flew

around the central courtyard of the

Contemporary Art Centre. The courtyardÕs glass

walls were tinted acid yellow, giving the

impression from within the building that the air

outside was yellow. Looking out, one could

imagine an abandoned environment where a

single bird aimlessly flaps around a deserted

landscape. At BudorÕs 2019 solo show at

Kunsthalle Basel, entitled ÒI am Gong,Ó the bird

was kept inside, in a yellow plastic enclosure

that brought to mind containment structures on

toxic or radioactive land sites in science fiction

films.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn Vilnius, the viewer was in a position of
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Steven Feld, Voices of the Rainforest: A Day in the Life of Bosavi,Ê2019. 70 minutes, 7.1 surround sound film, Distributed by Documentary Educational

Resources,Êwww.der.org.ÊIn FeldÕs film, ÒThis image appears at the beginning of the section with the performance of the mouth harp. The bird superimposed

on the landscape looking south to Mt. Bosavi is the Papuan hornbill, Rhyticeros plicatus,Ê(obei, in the Bosavi language) which is locally a prominent male spirit

symbol and thus the bird local consultants suggested frame this very male afternoon forest activity.Ó 
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confinement, with the artwork in the wild; in

Basel the work was confined, with the viewer

looking in. In both cases, the floor of the

exhibition space was covered with diatomaceous

earth Ð essentially fossil dust Ð and construction

materials from nearby sites. The flapping

mechanical animal was contextualized by both

ancient dust and contemporary relics. In 1921

Walter Benjamin wrote of Paul KleeÕs Angelus

Novus, the famous monoprint that depicts an

angel backing away from the viewer: ÒThis is how

one pictures the angel of history. The storm

irresistibly propels him into the future to which

his back is turned, while the pile of debris before

him grows skyward. This storm is what we call

progress.Ó

4

 Likewise, BudorÕs bird is flung back

and forth through space and time, seemingly

oblivious to the destruction around it or the fact

that it is contained or not. However, unlike the

Òangel of history,Ó the birdÕs path is not linear but

repetitive.

The composers chosen by Doc Labyrinth

represent a political web of entanglements that

helped form contemporary European identity.

The continentÕs ideological underpinnings are

clearly audible in the celebrated compositions of

eighteenth-century Western Europe. Bach, for

example, occupies such a historical position. A

German, he was influenced by both Italian opera

and French absolutism. His task was to reconcile

the somber tones of German repertory with

French dance and Italian drama for a growing

Europe that embraced convergence, along with

continental philosophy and the rise of Prussia.

German art and music has always had a certain

reverence for nature, but ongoing tensions with

the Holy Roman Empire complicated that

relationship by counterposing the Christian

against the natural. Music reflects changes in

the world: its mechanism relies on making noise

palatable by means of subjectively defined order.

The dialectic between order and violence mirrors

another dialectic between music and pure noise:

each reveals hidden physical and social

architectures. By examining degrees of deviation

from order, one can decipher the social code of a

society at a particular time.

BudorÕs machine-bird preserves the symphony-

code through its flight pattern, marking a

territorial soundscape Ð translating sound into

movement for the viewer to see but not hear. Its

programmed behavior raises questions around

ÒcodingÓ as a cultural and biological instrument.

Unlike literature or art, music appears to be

nonrepresentational, at least at first. ÒBut music

also is a place of sorts,Ó says musicologist Holly

Watkins, who has written extensively on the

subject of acoustic bio-entanglement.

5

 Human

and animal utterances articulate distance,

texture, and intent. They respond to the

acoustics of landscapes; they are amplified in

some spaces and dampened in others. The

quality, cadence, and rhythm of uttered sounds

serve different purposes of survival and

movement. They can document changes in

landscape through their evolution. Through

instances of human relation to birdsong and

other natural sounds, and the way they have

been transcribed, adapted, and memorialized by

humans throughout millennia, we can trace

otherwise invisible political interventions into

landscapes and soundscapes.

2. Guided by Voices

The term ÒbirdsongÓ is contested by

musicologists. There is much potential slippage

between the melodic sounds produced by a bird

and songs composed by humans, but song has

long been thought to be the purview of the

human creator: ÒThat which makes music an art

is that which separates it from nature and the

natural voices of birds,Ó writes Elizabeth Leach.

6

There is a pervasive philosophical and

musicological reluctance to accept birdsong as

music: to imbue it with artistic intent would

seem to interrupt its natural authenticity.

Throughout history, meaning has nonetheless

been ascribed to birdsong by humans. Birds are

known for their talent of mimicry, but the reverse

is also true. While Kant, for instance, insists that

birdsong cannot be imitated, bird sounds have

often been the subject of musical investigation

and improvisation.

7

 Schumann, Messiaen,

Handel, Dvorak, and other composers worked

with birds. The integration of birdsong into

musical compositions has been part of Western

classical music at least since the fourteenth

century, and early recordings of birdsong also

inspired biomimetic interventions into species.

For instance, the canary bird was selectively

bred across Russia and Germany for its ability to

imitate the sounds of birds who were more

difficult to domesticate, such as the nightingale.

The canary genus Òhas a remarkable ability to

transform and imitate virtually any sequence of

pitches, whether produced by humans or other

birds.Ó

8

 Russian and German trainers had

distinctly different approaches to training the

bird, each tailored to their respective

understandings of whatÕs natural. While the

German canary produced Òthe peaceful, evening

tones of the nightingale,Ó the Russian birds

evoked the Òwild birds of the forest.Ó

9

 Human

trainers have influenced the ÒnaturalÓ

occurrence of birdsong not despite, but precisely

because of, the technical capacities of the

particular bird that allow it to be trained.
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The Birds of Aristophanes as Performed by Members of the University at the Theatre Royal: Cambridge, November, 1883.Ê 
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BudorÕs machine-bird preserves a sonic

composition through its flight pattern, marking a

territory. According to Deleuze, ÒThe bird sings its

territory, or rather, the territory as a relational

rhythmic act sings itself through the bird, as the

refrain actualizes musical points of order, circles

of control and lines of flight.Ó

10

 For Deleuze and

Guattari, birds are artists, and birdsongs are

expressions of the territorial milieu of the birdÕs

landscape: deterritorialized and removed from

context, Òthey become part of autonomous

Òrhythmic charactersÓ and Òmelodic landscapesÓ

that tend beyond the territory toward the cosmos

as a whole.Ó

11

 The bird tells the story of its

landscape through song, and a species of bird

that migrates might be able to pass on these

songs through generations, providing a territorial

context for future generations of birds. This can

continue for millions of years. Reports from

AustraliaÕs Great Dividing Range in southern

Queensland describe how the recent bushfires of

2019 potentially wiped out entire species of

birds: birds that have been singing the same

songs for millions of years. According to one

news report, ÒIt is said that all the birdsongs in

the world go back to these birds.Ó

12

 If birdsong

describes a territory, then these songs are the

only living record of landscapes that no longer

exist. This constitutes a major loss not just for

biodiversity but for the potential in accessing

these sonic records. The complexity of belonging

to a geographical area feeds and inspires ways of

remembering, for humans as well as birds. As

Deleuze writes: ÒAs birds sing their territory, so

do humans speak or sing theirs.Ó

13

Moscow, the city of my childhood, is marked by

brutal concrete buildings. The spaces create

acoustic conditions that require a low,

conspiratorial speaking voice that reduces the

possibility of an echo. However, conspiratorial

voices lead to conspiratorial identities that

Òaffect our minds and our body.Ó

14

 When an

outsider from a radically different geography, for

example a desert, visits Moscow, their voice,

trained to roll across dry, expansive distances,

bounces around the wet concrete structures,

breeding discomfort and xenophobia in the

locals. The outsider brings a public disturbance,

but furthermore, the outsider brings the

knowledge of a different, non-conspiring world.

In this vein, Watkins says that Òmusic constitutes

a virtual environment related in subtle or overt

ways to actual environments.Ó

15

 Examples

include music that patently engages in the

imagination of place. ÒFrom the nationalistic

compositions of the late-nineteenth century to

contemporary popular music, from Bedřich

SmetanaÕs Ma Vlast (My Country) to John

DenverÕs ÔTake Me Home, Country Roads,ÕÓ

composers and performing artists have forged

ÒÔnarratives of localityÕ using manifold poetic and

musical means.Ó

16

 Architectural, textural, and

geographical features affect the way that sound

travels in space, and humans inhabiting different

landscapes have developed musical

methodologies to commune with their

environments, and sometimes to preserve place-

based heritage Ð even when this heritage

perpetuates xenophobia, colonialism, and

violence.

17

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIf both human music and birdsong respond

to space Ð by articulating a relation between

memories, sound, and place Ð then by altering,

imitating, and reproducing melodies, humans

alter landscapes too. Song is a species-specific

document of and a map to a history of geological,

political, biological, and industrial change.

Watkins asserts that Òmusical fictionalizations

of place encode historically shifting attitudes

about humanity, nature, and their interaction Ð

attitudes that demand and deserve careful

study.Ó

18

 Relying on assumptions and metaphors

about sound reaffirms the mythical status of

nature through rhetorical means. Revising this

metaphorical structure allows us to reevaluate

the technological relation between humans and

nature, and reexamine the human relationship to

history.

3. Imagine All the People

Steven Feld is an ethnomusicologist working

with the Kaluli people in the Bosavi region of

Papua New Guinea. In his book Sound and

Sentiment: Birds, Weeping, Poetics, and Song in

Kaluli Expression, he describes a group of people

living in a rainforest, surrounded by birds. Their

daily lives, writes Feld, are greatly influenced by

their interactions with these animals. He

believes these interactions inspire

a set of beliefs that organizes the

interpretation of everyday living in a world

that is full of birds and alive with their

sounds. Myths, seasons, colors, gender,

taboos, curses, spells, time, space, and

naming are systematically patterned; all of

these are grounded in the perception of

birds, as indicated foremost by the

presence of sound.

19

Many of the birds represent dead ancestors, and

their songs are understood as weeping, grieving

sounds, mediating between the spiritual and the

practical world. Feld claims that the Kaluli

people try to imitate the sounds of birds when

they want to evoke a sense of reminiscence and

nostalgia: the tones prepares an audience for a

certain kind of remembering.

20

 And so when
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Etching by Henry Gillard Glindoni (1852 Ð 1913) of the 1883 Birds at the University of Cambridge, reproduced by courtesy of the Wellcome

Library, London. A performance of the play Birds by Aristophanes: a man is performing on a stage attended by a man with wings and a

young boy, other people dressed in bird costume are gathered around the front of the stage. Image: Wellcome Library /ÊCC BY 4.0 

composing these songs, the Kaluli try to vocalize

in a Òbird languageÓ which, unlike practical

everyday language, evokes memories, events,

and most of all, places. ÒRe-membering is a

bodily activity of re-turning.Ó

21

 In his description

of the songs, Feld says that Òall songs are sung

from the point of view of movement through

lands. The composerÕs craft is not to tell people

about places but to suspend them into those

places.Ó

22

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAs musicologist Susan McClary has written,

ÒMusic enters through the ear, that most

vulnerable organ of perception that cannot be

opened or closed selectively. And especially in

Western culture, where the visual is a privileged

source of knowledge, it tends to slip around and

surprise us.Ó

23

 Music is a powerful mnemonic

device when it comes to language as well as

place: the human brain uses phonology to

memorize certain parts of language.

24

 Studies

show that it is a songÕs structure that helps us

remember other information about it. In other

words: the melody helps us recall the lyrics. This

is why a sentence heard repeatedly starts to

acquire a rhythm. Tones can resonate inside the

body, specifically in the ears, creating

independent sounds based on internal acoustics

and associations.

25

 ÒBehavioural experiments

with songbirds help to throw light not only on

how and why humans recognize and learn to

manipulate melodies and language, but also on

how the human brain functions more generally,Ó

according to philosophers Olga Petri and Peter

Howell.

26

 For instance, studies of canaries were

some of the first to suggest brain plasticity in

humans.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 2019 artist Byungseo Yoo explained to me

that his exploration of minimalist techno music

was an experiment in memory. While listening to

a repetitive beat, he said, one constructs a

unique melody hinging on oneÕs perspective and

personal associations. So while a group of people

appear to be dancing together to a repetitive

beat in a club, each person is dancing to their

own internal song. The song is created by

memories, associations, and familiarities, but it

is also formed by the body. The bodies of other

dancers dampen and absorb sounds too,

creating other acoustics that resonate in the

space. The repetitive beat mediates between the

collective experience and the song inside.

At the Banff Centre in 2017, I attended a concert

performance of A Song for Margrit, a composition

by the late composer Pauline Oliveros in which

the players make sounds in response to any
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sound they hear in the room, which can also

come from the audience. The session was guided

by the Toronto experimental musician Anne

Bourne. OliverosÕs works, often performed

communally, allude to de-skilling and a form of

performance that functions Òwithout the

mediating code of musical performance

history.Ó

27

 When the group of improvisors started

playing, it felt like the sounds were articulating

some already existing social dynamic among the

musicians: hierarchies audibly and visibly

emerged as the performers exchanged glances

and took turns, some yielding and some

interrupting. After the first set, they performed a

second iteration of the improvisation, in which

half of the performers were blindfolded. Without

the visual communication they had relied on

before, the melody changed into a softer, more

collaborative rhythm. Bill Dietz and Gavin

Steingo write in their article ÒExperiments in

CivilityÓ that Òwithin the performing collective,

the literal relations between musicians, their

perception of each otherÕs cues and

coordinations, describe an indeterminate

geography in which sound becomes secondary to

the intersubjective, collective execution of it.Ó

28

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAt the 2016 Montreal Biennale, I watched

Marina Rosenfeld stage a second iteration of her

experimental Free Exercise performance (first

performed in 2014). A hybrid orchestra made up

of both civilian and military participants carried

out a series of musical Òexercises.Ó This sixty-

minute version was a collaboration between a

military orchestra (wearing full camouflage) and

local musicians, held at the armory of the

Fusiliers Mont-Royal. As the orchestra began

performing, a crowd of exhausted but giddy art

viewers, journalists, and locals trickled into the

decorated hall. Each audience member had their

own preconceptions about the setting and the

performers: the majority of the crowd had likely

never set foot in an armory. The different

sensibilities of the two groups of performers

contributed to a sense of gentle conflict between

a group that wanted to retain control over the

score, and a group of disrupting bodies.

29

 The

dynamic between the groups illuminated a social

tension that already existed in the room, a kind

of orchestrated resistance that has been so

central to the landscape of political performance

art.

30

4. Signal

In his 1974 essay ÒWhat is it Like to Be a Bat?Ó

philosopher Thomas Nagel makes a clear

distinction between being something and being

ÒlikeÓ something. He describes this as the

difference between being and pretending. Of

course humans are able to imagine being bats Ð

itÕs fun to speculate what it would be like to fly

around in total darkness, guided by echolocation,

to hang upside down and eat bugs Ð but this

projection is distinctly separate from actually

being a bat.

31

 Even if we suddenly somehow did

become bats, Nagel believes that our human

consciousness would prevent us from fully

experiencing it. He proclaims that Òour own

mental activity is the only unquestionable fact of

our experienceÓ and that every projection is

connected to a single point of view.

32

 If youÕre a

hammer, everything looks like a nail. But if youÕre

a nail, does everything look like a hammer?

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÒWe all know that people have politics, not

things,Ó writes Langdon Winner in his text ÒDo

Artefacts Have Politics?Ó ÒTechnological change

expresses a panoply of human motives, not the

least of which is the desire of some to have

dominion over others.Ó

33

 Ultimately, Philip K.

DickÕs story is that of a man who wants to have

absolute power over history by creating a mini-

cosmos in his own backyard. Like a melody you

keep coming back to, an infectious song stuck in

your head that absorbs or excludes all

extraneous voices, the human domain

perpetuates itself through the imagining and

reimagining of civilities.

34

 In reality, the nature-

culture structure is an illusion of convenience:

waking life is not a grove full of domesticated

monsters behind the masterÕs house but a vast

and unpredictable landscape.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊListening to Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven,

one can grasp much about the cultural and

political alliances of eighteenth-century Western

Europe. But taken out of context, the

symphonies that Doc Labyrinth longs to preserve

lose much of their meaning. What a listener can

glean from music relies on individual and

collective beliefs about history and politics. By

bringing to life the Mozart bird, BudorÕs

installation awakens in the viewer a new

perspective on DickÕs story, exposing the pillars

of the authorÕs imaginary space. Outside the

realm of the fable, LabyrinthÕs grove of

engineered creatures is not so much a Garden of

Eden as a certain type of NoahÕs Ark. It is the

scientistÕs rationalized, self-contained vessel,

where pre-selected binaries await to populate a

new world.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWinner challenges us to uncover new kinds

of biases that are inherent to imaginary political

spaces. ÒIn doing so,Ó writes Martha Kenney,

Ò[Winner] addresses his reader, implicates us,

and insists that we pay attentionÓ; he Òrenders

us responsibleÓ for the production of those

spaces. ItÕs not music itself that guides us: ÒYou

canÕt trust music.Ó

35

 Music itself is uncertain,

avoidant, nonpartisan: it renders a flexible

terrain. In fact, Òit is not, as the reactionaries

accuse, that it is decadent, individualistic, or a-

social. It is that it is those things too little.Ó

36
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Animal music, and music created in collaboration

with animals, offers a glimpse into alternative

histories that prioritize other perspectives. Could

the space of projection that opens when humans

assign meaning to birdsong offer a mixed

perspective, a shared opportunity to navigate the

future? From NoahÕs dove to canaries in the

coalmine, birds are sentinel species. Their songs

preserve a history of geopolitics, and

simultaneously, a warning about a future history

of human intervention.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×

I am grateful to Dora Budor, Anne Bourne, Christopher Willes,

Kenneth McLeod, and Steven Feld for their part in

thisÊresearch. With sincere thanks to Elvia Wilk and Julieta

Aranda.
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a distinction between birds and
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similarities as flying creatures.
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directly, ÒAre bats birds?Ó the
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plea starts and stops at asking

listeners to ÒImagineÓ a better
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apathetic call for action: to

dream about a better world,

without really doing anything

about it. ÒYou may say IÕm a

dreamer / But IÕm not the only

one / I hope someday youÕll join

us / And the world will live as

one.Ó Lennon sings about a

privileged refusal to act Ð

dreaming, sleeping, and being

photographed in bed while the

world burns. By contrast,

Kendrick Lamar sings about why

he canÕt get any rest in his 2012

song ÒSing About Me, IÕm DyinÕ of

ThirstÓ: ÒMaybe Ôcause IÕm a
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